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1. INTRODUCTION.

The aim of this survey paper is to describe a method for representing

pl-manifolds by means of edge-coloured graphs - called "crystallizations" -

and to relate this theory with other well-known representations defined in

dimensión three (Heegaard diagrams and branched coverings of the 3-sphere S\

Manifolds will be assumed closed and connected; in ch.5 (for seek of

conciseness)and 6 we also suppose they are orientable.

We point out from the beginning that fundamental features of crystalliza-

tion theory are:

" its validity in every dimension: this leads to the possibility of extending

3-manifold invariants to dimension n (ch.5);

- its combinatorial nature which makes ít particularly oriented, to the

enumeration of special classes of manifolds ([LM], [CG2], (C2]);

- the possibility of easily reading the classical topological invariants of a

manifold directly from a representing graph (ch.3);

- the existence of an "equivalence criterion'' between graphs which translates

the homeomorphism of the represented manifolds (chA).

2. EDGE-COLOURED GRAPHS AND ASSOCIATED COMPLEXES.

An (n+ l)-coloured graph is a pair (r,y), where F is a regular graph of

degree n- l and y:E(r) ---7 á =[O,l, ....n ] is an edge-coloration (such that
n

adjacent edges have not the same colour).
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An n-dimensional ball-eomplex K(r) triangulating an n-pseudo-manifold can

be associated to a given (n+l)-eoloured graph (r,y) by means of the following

rules:

(1) take an n-simplex rr(x) for eaeh vertex XE V(r) and label its vertices

by ~;
n

(2) if x,yE V(r) are joined by a e-eoloured edge, identify the

(n-l)-faees of a(x) and a(y) opposite to the vertices labelled by e,

so that equally labelled vertices are identified together.

Even if the balls of K(r) are simplexes, the resulting eomplex K(r) is

not in general a simplieial one sinee the interseetion of two simplexes may

be the union of more than one maximal faee; thus, it is simply a

pseudocomplex, in the sense of [HW,pag.49]. We say that the graph (r,y)

represents K(r), IK(r) I and every homeomorphic spaee.

Remarks.

- By dropping the regularity eondition for r, we may represent

pseudomanifolds with (non-empty) boundary; in faet, if x is a vertex with no

adjaeent e-eoloured edges, then the (n-l)-faee of a(x) opposite to the

c-Iabelled vertex of K(r) is a boundary faee.

- Set '& = ~ \ (e). If B k ~ , rB denotes the subgraph of (r,y) defined by
n n

V(rB)=V(r), srrB)=y-l(B). The eomponents ofr(¡. j } are bicoloured cycles, for

eaeh i,jE~ .
n

If the eardinality #B of B is h:::::n, then there is a bijeetion 6 between the

set of eomponents of r B and the set of (n-h)-simplexes of K(r) whose vertiees

are labelled by ~ \ B; moreover, 6 reverses inclusion. This remark states, in
n

particular, that r is isomorphie with the l-skeleton of the dual eomplex of

K(r) and that the number of c-Iabelled vertiees of K(r) is equal to the number
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of components of I"/\, for each CE d .c n

- The construction of K(r) gives a coloration on the vertex set So(K) of

K(r) by means of n+1 colours (i.e. a map ~ ; S (K)~d which is injective ono n

each simplex of K(r). Given an n-pseudo manifold M, triangulated by a

pseudocomplex K with such a coloration on its vertex set So(K), the

construction can be easily reversed yielding an (n+l)-coloured graph (í,y)

such that K(r)=K.

Existence theorems.

Proposítion 1. Every ti-pseudomanifold M may be represented by an

(n+ l)-coloured graph.

In fact, if K is a simplicial triangulation of M and K' is its barycentric

subdivisión, it is easy to obtain a coloration ~ of the vertices of K' by

labelling each vertex v of K' by the dimension of the simplex of K whose

barycenter is v. The inverse construction applied to (K',~) yields a graph

(f,y) such that IK(í) I== IK' I=M.

A basic idea by Pezzana is to minimize the number of vertices in K(r),

that is to consider n-pseudocomplexes with exactly n+1 vertices (the so called

contracted complexes). Since, as a consequence of the aboye remarks, K(r) is

contracted if and only if each FB- is connected, it seems natural to say that a

graph (1,y) satisfying this last condition is contracted too. A

crystallization of an n-manifold M is any contracted (n+ l)-coloured graph

representing M.

Proposítíon 2. Every n-manifold M is representable by crystallizations.

The original proof was given by Pezzana [PI] by an explicit construction

of a contracted triangulation of M, starting from a simplicial one. Pezzana's
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result makes "crystallization theory" a general representation for

pl-manifolds; a survey on this theory is exposed in [FGG].

3. CHARACTERIZATIONS AND TOPOLOGICAL INVARIANTS.

A fundamental problem IS the possibility of characterizing the

edge-coloured graphs representing manifolds. A general result is the following

one.

Propositíon 3. An (n+l)-coloured grapb (r,y) represents an n-manifold if and

only if each component R 01 each rA (cEA) represents SO-l.c o

This is because if v is the vertex of K(r) corresponding to R via the

bijection 8, R represents, as an n-coloured graph, the link of v in IK(r) l.

Proposition 3 does actually provide a recognition algorithm for

n-manifold graphs only if n=2,3, since we do not know any algorithm for

characterizing graphs representing So~l if n>3.

For n=2, every 3-coloured graph represents a 2-manifold.

Since, in general, the bijection 8 allows us to compute the Euler

characteristic ofK(r), if n=3 the most direct algorithm to check if (r,y)

represents a 3-manifold is lo test if X(K(r) )=0. Quick methods can be easily

obtained for recognizing crystallizations among contracted 4-coloured graphs

[GIl.

orientability.

Propositlon 4. [CGP] Let (r,y) be any (n+l)-coloured graph representing an

n-pseudomanifold M. Then M is orientable if and only if r is bipartite.

Fundamental group.
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Two different methods are k.nownfor eomputing the fundamental group 1t
1
(M)

of an n-manifold M direetly from an (n+1)-eoloured graph representing M.

(1) [G2] Let (r,y) be a erystallization of M. Choose two eolours i,jE A and
n

eall X= (x ,...,x } the set of all eomponents of I"A \{"} but one arbitrarily
1 q n 1,J

ehosen. If n=2, let y be the only eycle of r(. '}' If n>2, eall {y ,...,y }
I lJ I m

the set of all eomponents of r( .. } but one arbitrarily ehosen; fix a running
1,J

direction and a starting point for eaeh of them. Compose the word r
h

on X from

the eycle Yh by the following rule: follow the chosen direction starting from

the ehosen vertex and write eonseeutively every generator you meet, with

exponent +1 or -1 according to i or j being the eolour of the edge by which

you run into the generator. P=<X I r ,....r > is a presentation of 1t
1
(M).

I m

Since, if n=3, the number of eomponents of F (i,j} is equal to the number of

eomponents of I'A \( i,j l ' then m=q and henee P has non negative deficieney.
n

(2) [Gr] If (r,y) is an (n+l)-eoloured graph representing M and r f!' is

eonneeted, for some CE A , a presentation P'=<X' IR'> of 1t (M), ealled c-edge
n I

presentation, can be obtained in the following way:

(*) the generators of X' are the e-eoloured edges, arbitrarily oriented;

(**) the relators of R' are obtained by walking along the eomponents of

r(.}. for eaeh iEA \(e}, giving the exponent +1 or -1 toeaeh
~e n

generator whether the orientation of the eomponent is eoherent or

not with the orientation of the generator.

Sinee we have, in general, #X < #X', the first method is useful in

praetical eomputation: nevertheless, the seeond one plays an important role in

the theory.

4. THE EQUIVALENCE CRITERION: FERRI-GAGLIARDI MOVES.

Given two (n+1)-eoloured graphs (r,y), (r';y) , an isomorphisrn \If:r---7r'
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is called a colour-isomorphism if there is a bijection <f>:Ll ~Ll such that
n n

y'o'JI=<f>oy. In this case ([,y) and (r',y') are said to be isomorphic.

C;:olour-isomorphism of edge-colored graphs implies homeomorphism of the

represented pseudomanifolds, but there are many contracted triangulations,

Ieading to non-isomorphic crystallizations of the same manifold.

The prablem of finding an equivalence criterion, internal to the theory,

which translates the notion of homeomorphism type has been solved [FGl] by

giving a set of two moves such that, for any two crystallizations of the same

manifold, a finite sequence of such moves exists which takes one

crystallization to the other.

Applications.

Even if these moves give no algorithm to recognize if two given

crystallizations represent the same manifold, they allow the search of:

- "normal forms" for crystallizations, such that an existence theorem for all

manifold s still holds [BDG];

- new topological invariants directly computed from the crystallization (to

check if an arbitrary structure associated to the crystallizations is a

topological invariant it suffices to test if it is invariant under moves).

The 1710ves.

Given an (n+l)-coloured graph (1,y), a subgraph e of 1 formed by two vértices

X,Y joined by h edges (l~h~n) with colours e ,....c is a dipole 01 type h if
¡ h

X and Y belong to distinct components of 1 Ll ( }' If h= 1 or h=n, the
n\ c¡, ...,c

h

dipole is degenerate.

Cancellingñ means:

(a) deletíng vertíces and edges of e;
(b) welding the "hanging" edges of the same colour.
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Adding e means the inverse process.

In a crystallization:

move J is the addition or cancellation of a non degenerate dipole,

move II is the addition of a (degenerate) dipole of type 1 (yielding a non

contracted graph) followed by the cancellation of a different dipole of

type 1 involving the sarne colour.

Proposítíon 5. JI M,M' are ii-manifolds and (r,y), (1",i) are two

crystallizations 01 them, then M is homeomorphic with M' if and only if (r,y)

and (1",i) can be joined by a finite sequence 01 moves J and/or Il.

5. RELATIONS WITH HEEGAARD REPRESENTATION THEORY.

This 3~manifold representation theory is based on the following result:

Propositíon 6. [H] Every 3-manifold M is the identification space YgUljly g

obtained by glueing the boundaries 01 two handlebodies Yg, Yg 01 genus g, vía

a suitable homeomorphism </>:aYg~Yg'

The least integer gsuch that M=YgU</>yg is a topological invariant - the

Heegaard genus - of the 3-manifold M.

Since isotopic homeomorphisms give the same manifold and since each

homeomorphism ljl is completely determined by the g images of a completesystem
g

of meridians on Y , the result allows to represent M by a triad (F .x.y),gg

where x and y are complete system of meridians - the Heegaard diagram of M -

drawn on the surface Fg=aYg=aYg'

An easy proof of proposition 6 can be obtained by considering the

pseudocomplex K(l) associated to a 4-coloured graph (1,y) representing M [P2].

In fact, if P is one of the three partitions (1 a,~}, 1a,~ II of ~3' then we can

decompose each tetrahedron (j of K(l) in two prisms as indicated in the
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following figure:
o:

(J

If Q(cr,P) is the 4-gon which is the comrnon face of the two prisms decomposing

o, then
u Q(cr,P)

crES
3(K(r)

)

is a closed surface F, depending on P, which splits M In two handlebodies

whose common boundary is F.

This proofgives a straight relation betweenedge-coloured graphs

representing M and Heegaard splittings of M. Moreover, if (r,y) ís a

crystallization of M, the choice of a cyclic perrnutation e=(e,e .s .e.) on Óo 1 2 3 3

directly produces Heegaard diagrams of M. In fact, given e (or its inverse),

let P o be the partition {I e .e 11 e ,e I} of L'1 and consider the Heegaard
e- o 2 1 3 3

surface
Fe = U Q(cr,Pe)

crE S3 (K(r) )

of M. Since r is the Lskeleton of the dual complex of K(r), r may be

cellularly imbedded in Fe [W], [S] so that each region is bounded by a cycle

of edges of F, alternatively coloured by a pair (e..e. ) of consecutive
J 1+1

colours (ie Z4)' Further, the images of the (O,2)-coloured (resp.

(1,3)-coloured) cycles of (r,y) but one arbitrarily ohosen gives a complete

system x (resp. y) of meridians on Fe' Thus, the triad (F.x,y) is a Heegaard

diagram of M.

The inverse construction, leading to a crystallization from a given

Heegaard diagram, is described in [G3].
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The aboye arguments suggest a way for extending the concept of genus to

dimension n.

For, define a regular imbedding of an (n+ l)-coloured graph (r,y) into a

closed surface F as a cellular imbedding of I' in F such that, for a given

cyclic permutation e=(e •...•e ) of A • each region is bounded by the image ofo n n

a cycle whose edges are alternatively coloured by (e.•e. ). The regular genus
1 1+1

p<r.y) of a crystallization (f.y) of an n-manifold MO is defined as the

minimal genus of a surface in which <r.y) regularly imbeds and the regular

genus G(MO) of MO is defined by:

G(MO) = min {P(f.Y) I (f.y)crystallization of MO}

If g(F) (resp. H(M» denotes the genus (resp. the Heegaard genus) of the

surface F (resp. of the 3-manifo1d M) we have:

Proposítíon 7. [G3] For every su/lace F, G(F)=g(F);

for every 3-manijold M, G(M)=H(M).

Thus, the regular genus may be considered as an extension of the concept of

genus to dimension n.

Sorne remarkable results about the regular genusare the followings ones.

Propositíon 8. G(Mo)~rk(Mo) [BM];

G(MO) = O {==> MO = SO [FG2];

G(~) = 1 {==> ~= S3X SI [Ca].

6. RELATIONS WITH BRANCHED COVERING THEORY.

It is well known that every 3-manifo1d is a covering of the 3-sphere S3

branched over a link [A] [Hi] [M]. Hence, every 3~manifo1d may be represented

by a monodromy map <.o:1t (S3-L) ~S • L being a suitab1e link in S3 and S being
1 d d

the symmetric group on d elements.
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A construction is known which allows to obtain, starting from a

bridge-presentation of a link L and a monodromy map 0):1t (S3-L) ---7S , a 4-
1 d

coloured graph representing the 3-manifo1d M(L,O) determined by (L,O) [CG1].

For this aim, it is usefu1 to define (a.b.cj-graph C' of 1ength 4h a

3-co1oured graph obtained in the following way:

- 1et C be a cycle with 4h vertices whose edges are a1temative1y coloured

by the co1ours a and b;

- if {a,'t} is a pair of opposite a-coloured edges of C, 1et a be the

invo1utory automorphism on V(C) induced by the symmetry whose axis is the

straight Iine passing through the barycenters of a and 't. Then join each

vertex VE V(C) with a(v) by a c-coloured edge. e is said to be the boundary 01 C.

Let P(L)=(b+, ....,b+; b,.....b ") be a eonnected p1anar projeetion of an
1 m I m

m-bridge-presentation of a link L sueh that the projection b" of the bridges
1

are contained in the same straight 1ine r of the p1ane n eontaining P(L). For

each ie {1,2,...,m}, 1et h~ (resp. h) be the number of erossings of b~ (resp.
1 1 1

m m
of the are b). Set L h" = L h:= n. Let <X={x ,... ,X } IR> be the presentation

1 l· 1 1m
i = 1 i = 1

of .1t
I
(S\ L) whose generators Xi biunivoeally eorrespond to the projeetions b:

of the bridges of L.

First step.

Let (r,y) be the 4-eo1oured graph obtained in the following way:

- draw on n a (2,O,3)-graph L'. of 1ength 4(h~+1) for eaeh b~ of P(L), so that
1 .. 1 1

the end-points of b~ are respective1y contained in the interior of the two
I

eells bordered by the (2,3)-bieo1oured eyc1es of L', of 1ength two and b+ IS
1 i

eontained in the cell bordered by the boundary L. of L',;
I 1

- draw the 1-eo1oured edges so that eaeh are b' of P(L) is contained 10 the
1

interior of the eell bordered by a (1,3)-bieo1oured component T. of length
1

4(h:+1) (the boundary ofa (3,1,2)-graph T',).
1 ·1
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Let H be the l-dimensional subcomplex of K(r) whose edges are represented

by the 2m components (two for each b) of f
I2

,3 ) of length two. The pair

(K(r),H) triangulates (S3,L).

Second step.

Orient every 3-coloured edge of (f,y) so that its first (resp. second) vertex

belongs to the lower (resp. upper) half-plane of Il determined by the line r

containing all b:'s.
1

The 4-coloured graph (r',y') representing M(L,w) is obtained In the

following way:

- V(r') = V(r) x (l,2, .....d ];

- for each CE~2' the vertices (v,i),(w,j) are c-adjacent in (r',y') if and

only if v,w are c-adjacent in (r,y) and i=j;

- the vertices (v,i),(w,j) are 3-adjacent in (r',y') if and only if V,w are

respectively the first and the second vertex of a 3-coloured edge o of (f,y)

intersecting b+ and w(x )(i)=j.
h h

The map f : V(r') ---? V(r) defined by f(v,i) = v induces a pl-map

K(t) : IK(r') I ---7 IK(r) I which is the covering projection of M(L,w)= IK(r') I
on S3= IK(f) I branched over L.

An explicit presentation of the fundamental group of M(L,w), depending

on the presentation <X IR> of 1t¡(S\ L) and on the perrnutations w(x,), X.E X, is
1 1

obtained in [el] by making use of the aboye construction.

Note that the second step of the construction can be easily extended to

dimension n and applied to an arbitrary pair (K(r),H), (r,y) being an

(n-t-Ij-coloured graph representing the n-manifold IK(r) 1, with r fi connected,

and H being the (n-2)-dimensional subcomplex of K(r) represented by a given

set of bicoloured components of I" . The n-manifold IKíf") I represented
(n-I,n)

by the resulting graph (r',y') is a covering of IKíl") I branched over H.
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